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About Us
Flax Sleep was founded in the fall of  2017 by Anna 
Heyd, Oana Papuc and Vivian McCormick. We are 
three friends with entrepreneurial spirits, an  
appreciation of  beautiful things, and a love of  good 
sleeps. We saw a gap in the Canadian marketplace 
when it came to buying simple bedding online at  
accessible prices, and felt inspired to fill that void.

What We Believe
Accessibility
Friendly prices
Easy to order
Free shipping 

Low-Maintenance Luxury
No-fuss bedding that looks  
amazing and gets better with  
every wash.

www.flaxsleep.com | Instagram: @flaxsleep | hello@flaxsleep.com
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Community
We’re a small, independent, female-founded  
Canadian team. And in addition to offering you 
luxurious linen bedding, we also believe in providing  
#ASafePlacetoSleep to women and children in need. 
That’s why we donate part of  our proceeds (and all  
returned goods) to a local charity to reduce waste 
and give back to our community.

How We Do It
After much searching and weighing of  various sourcing/manufacturing options, we 
discovered a factory in Shenzhen with over two decades of  linen manufacturing  
experience. We immediately knew that we wanted to partner with them because of  
the exceptionally high quality of  their products. Our bedding starts with 100% French 
flax, which is then milled into the softest linen yarn, then woven into fabric and sewn 
into the most beautiful linen sheets.

When we travelled to Shenzhen in January 2018, we were so happy to meet the people 
we’ll be working with. They’re a busy family-run business, and they place great  
emphasis on clean and safe working conditions for their employees. We’re proud to 
say that our products are manufactured in a bright, modern facility, where we found a 
lively work atmosphere combined with great craftsmanship and a keen eye for detail.



quick facts
We chose to focus exclusively on French linen bedding instead of  the more traditional 
cotton for a number of  reasons. Linen sleeps cooler (but is still real cozy), uses less 
water in the milling process, and lasts much longer than cotton. But when it comes 
right down to it, we just love the way linen looks and feels: rustic and lived in, but 
timeless and elegant at the same time – kind of  like your bedroom rolled right out of  
an issue of  Kinfolk. 

Quick Linen Facts:

Lasts longer

Stronger than cotton

Hypoallergenic

Antibacterial

Environmentally friendly 

Cool, and cozy

Current Product Line-Up:

Sizes
Available in King and Queen Sizes 
additional sizes to follow

Current Colours
additional seasonal colours to follows

Cloud

Pebble

Blush 

Pricing

Sheet Sets – from $270

Duvet Sets – from $320

Flax Sets – from $490

Free shipping Canada-wide 
on orders over $450. 

Worldwide shipping available. 



the team
anna heyd
Known as Flax Sleep’s linen maven, Anna is a connector and all-
around people person. A café manager by day, she is a lover of  the 
finer things in life and truly wants to share beautiful linen bedding 
that is not only of  great quality but also affordable.

Her nighttime ritual consists of: packing lunch, selecting clothes for 
the next day, Netflix, sipping adapotengic tea, face cleansing with all-
natural products, brushing her teeth before turning on her diffuser 
with Woodlot Origin scent in the air and into her soft linen bedding, 
and lights out. 

oana papuc
Romania-born and multi-talented, Oana is a self-professed  
professional coffee drinker and gluten-lover, with a special  
affinity for baking sourdough. A lawyer by trade, she is also a 
mom of  two and cannot wait for Flax Sleep’s linen crib sheets to 
launch.

Her nighttime ritual consists of: the art of  putting the kids to 
bed, a relaxing bath with sea salts and essential oils, catch up on 
social media and TV, a face cleansing and moisturizing routine, 
and bed with a book.

vivian mccormick 
A hobby cyclist and night owl, Vivian is a networker with a love 
for community and weekend brunches. A lawyer-turned-business-
advisor, she lives and breathes the Flax Sleep brand and looks 
forward to sharing the experience with people near and far. 

Her nighttime ritual consists of: Triphala tea, her husband  
turning on tranquil music and lighting a candle, a short  
Instagram scroll, and sending brainstorming messages to Oana 
and Anna before bed.
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